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Airport – Student ham radio operators 

from The Roger Bacon Academy went 

on the air at the annual Coastal 

Carolina Air Show to help provide 

emergency communication backup and 

assist first responders in their 

communication needs. 

 Licensed radio operators and 

their call signs were Zach Potter, 

KK4BJU, Elizabeth Eskander, 

KK4BJT, and Samantha Stearns, 

KK4BJS – all 6th graders in the 

school‟s ham radio club.  They were 

joined by Nevin Wetherill, KJ4WLP 

who attends Topsail Middle School. 

From 7:00 AM until noon, the hams 

assisted in pedestrian traffic control 

and with the SKYWARN system 

which was very active due to the 

severe weather in the area.  At noon 

the Air Show officials canceled the 

program due to the high winds, but the 

RBA volunteer hams enjoyed a full 

morning‟s excitement. 

 “Ham radio has opened up a 

whole new world of interest for Zack,” 

exclaimed mother Rebecca Potter.   

 Newly licensed ham 

Samantha Stearns said, “Ham radio 

has helped me overcome my fear of 

talking in public, and I have enjoyed 

learning about other cultures.”  

Elizabeth Eskander commented that 

actually using the technology was 

helpful in learning the physics and 

science that was involved. 

 Bill Wetherill, N2WG, has 

volunteered countless hours into 

supervising the club and conducting 

lessons for the students so they can 

pass the examinations for their FCC 

radio operator‟s licenses.  “The 

license exams cover the FCC laws 

about radio communications as well 

as the electronic principals involved 

in radio communications,” he said.  

“These kids are amazing, and I‟m 

really looking forward to our next 

set of license courses,” he added.  

Wetherill said that one of the kid‟s 

first contacts was a ham in Chile and 

that lit a real spark in the group. 

 “Baker [school founder , 

Baker Mitchell, K4BAG] has been a 

ham since the 1950‟s and has 

constructed a radio room on campus 

for the ham club,” said Wetherill. 

“This will give the kids a real boost 

to have their own „shack‟ as hams 

call their equipment rooms,” he said. 

 In an emergency such as a 

hurricane or other disaster, the kids 

realize that cell phones, telephones, 

and the internet may all be put out of 

service.  Hams with their long-range 

Bacon’s Hams Take to the Air! 

battery-driven radios may be the 

only surviving means of 

communications, and these 

students intend to be ready. 

 Each year, hams across 

the country participate in a 

weekend-long “Emergency 

Field Day” where they go to 

campsites or open areas and 

erect antennas, set up their radio 

stations, and use generators or 

batteries to communicate all 

over the country.   

School Superintendent, Mark 

Cramer, N4NLC, is pictured 

operating the radio at the 2010 

field day last summer. 
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SPRING FESTIVAL 2011! 

 On April 30, 2011 Charter Day School hosted its 

annual spring festival.  Over two thousand people came 

out to enjoy the day.  There were performances by the 

school‟s nationally ranked cheerleaders, world ranked 

archery team and superior chorus and band.  Who could 

resist watching Mr. Miller, the Middle School Director, 

being dunked into freezing water by sharp eyed students 

throwing a ball at the bullseye!  Children and adults alike 

got a thrill from being able to get a close look at law 

enforcement boats, vehicles, helicopters, equipment and 

more!  Cotton candy, hot dogs, games, inflatables, slides 

and the book fair were enjoyed by all!  A sincere thank 

you to all who helped to make  this year‟s spring festival 

another memorable success.   
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Charter Day Middle School Takes On The Capitol 

Roger Bacon, a 13th century teacher, philosopher, 

and scientist often quipped that “seeing is believing.”  He 

contended that in order for someone to arrive at the truth, he 

or she would have to experience something firsthand instead 

of simply trusting in other sources of knowledge. In the spirit 

of our Academy‟s namesake, a group of students, teachers 

and parents traveled to Washington D.C. with goals of 

examining our nation‟s history and unique government up 

close.   

 On the three-day journey, participants in Charter 

Day School‟s Eighth Grade Trip visited an impressive list of 

sites and museums.  During tours of the Capitol Building, the 

National Archives and quick stops at the White House and 

Supreme Court, students learned about America‟s three 

branches of government and actually viewed the original 

documents that created them.  At Arlington National 

Cemetery, participants watched the dramatic and honorable 

Changing of the Guard all while gaining a deeper 

appreciation for those that sacrificed their lives for our 

nation‟s freedom.  Visits to the Iwo Jima Memorial, Vietnam 

Veterans Memorial, Korean War Memorial, and World War 

II Memorial helped students and adults alike feel an 

overwhelming sense of gratitude towards America‟s unsung 

heroes.  At the Jefferson Memorial, FDR Memorial, Lincoln 

Memorial and Washington Monument, some of our famed 

presidents came to life and opened our students‟ eyes to 

some of the most pivotal time periods in America history.  

Finally, during tours of the Holocaust Museum, National 

Museum of Natural History, Air and Space Museum and the 

National Museum of American History, trip participants 

explored their own interests and witnessed some of the 

world‟s most impressive exhibits. 

 The trip‟s focus on experiential learning not only 

offered students a glimpse of history but also provided the 

rare yet valuable opportunity of traveling out of their comfort 

zone and experiencing something new.  It also gave teachers 

Lauren Eleuteri, Kristi Bolen, Will Fassbender and director 

Tom Miller a chance to connect with their students on a 

different level away from the school environment.   

Social studies teacher and trip leader Lauren Eleuteri 

noted, “This trip encompassed everything I love about 

teaching.  It was incredibly fun to let students see and 

experience firsthand much of what we discussed in my 

history classes throughout the year.  It was a chance to get 

kids away from their textbooks and everyday lives and show 

them what the world has to offer and in turn, equip them 

with skills that will allow them to give back.”   

Middle school director Tom Miller praised the entire 

program.  “I am grateful that our students had the 

opportunity to learn in such a unique way.  Trips like 

this help prepare them for the future and create a 

wonderful sense of community.  I had an amazing time 

learning alongside our students.”   

Math teacher Kristi Bolen shared, “I was blown 

away by how smoothly the trip ran.  Every logistical 

detail worked out and allowed for us to truly enjoy our 

time.  Our days were filled with laughter and learning – 

you can‟t ask for much more than that!”   

Language Arts teacher Will Fassbender credited 

the students for making our eighth grade trip a glowing 

success.  “I‟m proud of our kids for how maturely and 

responsibly they behaved.  It was fun to offer them some 

independence by taking them away from their hometown 

and into a big city - they handled it wonderfully.  They 

will remember this forever.  I‟m looking forward to next 

year‟s trip.”   

 Plans are already in the works to take next 

year‟s eighth graders to Washington D.C.  One of the 

many benefits of a charter school is that teachers have 

the opportunity to create unique and effective learning 

experiences like this trip.  The staff and students would 

like to thank the entire Charter Day School community, 

especially the parent chaperones, for its support.  The 

trip would not have been a success without you! 

-written by Lauren Eleuteri, Social Studies teacher at 

Charter Day Middle School 

Middle School Students and Teachers along with Middle 

School Director, Tom Miller in front of the White House 
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 FASTAR  

Students Compete with Mind Power 
 Academic race accelerates kids’ math and reading skills. 

 LELAND, NORTH CAROLINA: February 23, 2011 – 

Pit crews, qualifying races, and big trophies for the winners; no, 

it‟s not stock car racing, it‟s FASTAR - an exciting academic 

competition for students at The Roger Bacon Academy. Each year, 

nearly 200 charter school student-racers and their crew chiefs - 

parents - accept the challenge of tuning their reading and math 

skills, qualifying for the big race event, and competing for trophies 

and gold medals while their classmates cheer them on to the finish 

line!   

 “This year will mark the seventh annual FASTAR race 

series at Charter Day School and the second year for our school in 

Whiteville, Columbus Charter School,” said Superintendent Mark 

Cramer.  “Then we will take the top winners from each school and 

have a Grand Cup series to determine the overall winners,” Cramer 

added. 

 FASTAR stands for Fluent Academic Skills Tournament 

for Arithmetic and Reading.  Modeled upon auto racing, this extra-

curricular competition took place on March 8, 2011 at Charter Day 

School in Leland and on March 10, 2011 at Columbus Charter 

School in Whiteville both beginning at 9 a.m.  

 Race Marshall and second-grade teacher, Bob Wingett, 

has seen the benefits of FASTAR with his students over the 

years.  “Kids love fast paced, exciting, and engaging challenges. 

That, coupled with a researched-based curriculum, has proven that 

competition does provide an atmosphere for learning.  The racer‟s 

eyes light up with pride when they are successful; and they are 

rewarded by their parents, teachers, and fellow classmates.” 

 Elementary students work throughout the school year to 

increase fluency and become nearly automatic in reading and in 

math facts.  FASTAR offers a fun and rewarding experience for 

students in setting higher performance goals.  When a student 

becomes fluent in a skill, he benefits in numerous ways: increased 

endurance, longer retention, broader application, and faster problem 

solving with better immunity from distractions.  

 The FASTAR race series consists of four race courses 

geared towards specific grade levels from Kindergarten through 

Fifth Grade, and skills including reading and math facts.  The current 

race courses include: the Charter Day 140 for grade K, the Teach 

Well 220  for 1st and 2nd, the Booster Club 350 for 3rd and 4th, and 

the Bacon 400 for 5th grade.  Each race has a course layout with 

several straight-aways.  For example, the Booster Club 350 consists 

of a 260-word reading passage that leads into three turns of math 

facts arranged in 30 problems each for addition, subtraction, and 

multiplication.  The racers all begin together when the green flag 

drops and must cover all items in order.  The first racer to finish all 

items in the entire course with the fewest errors gets the black-and-

white checkered flag.  

 As in auto racing, each child has a sponsor, crew chief, pit 

crew, and mechanic to help them race to success in weekly tune-ups 

at the "garage" classroom after school.  The volunteers can be 

anyone who wants to provide support and encouragement to help 

each racer meet the qualifying speed and accuracy rates set forth for 

their competition level.  Every student who qualifies for an event 

will have already reached a significant milestone in achieving 

mastery of basic academic skills.  "I had gotten a little rusty and lazy 

on my math facts and helping my child during the tune-ups actually 

got me back in better shape with my basic arithmetic," stated one 

mother after a tune-up session. 

 FASTAR was conceived and developed by The Roger 

Bacon Academy to promote the skills of high academic achievement 

among all school children. Just as track-and-field competition is an 

exciting venue that promotes physical fitness, FASTAR promotes 

academic fitness.  The competition is funded by RBA, parents, and 

sponsors.  New sponsors are always welcome.  Please call Brad 

Barth at 910.655.3600 x 224 to join a racing team that is helping a 

child become an academic Fast Star! 



How to Save $55,000 in Technology  
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Leland charter school upgrades and saves with new 

technology. 

LELAND, NORTH CAROLINA: March 15, 2011 – 

“Resourceful” is a popular word at The Roger Bacon 

Academy‟s Charter Day School. Even though they are 

public schools, charter schools receive less money per pupil 

than traditional public schools. But this has not stopped 

growth at one of the premier charter schools in southeast 

North Carolina and technology is at the center of that 

growth.  

 “Technology plays a tremendous role in today‟s 

classrooms,” stated Superintendent Mark Cramer. “And 

while it does not replace great teachers it is an invaluable 

tool for learning.” 

 Some smart and resourceful upgrades have recently 

taken place at the school this year. Those changes include a 

new fiber optic line that runs directly to the school for 6 

times faster internet connection speeds – it also cut the cost 

in half. A new campus wide wireless “N” system was also 

implemented this year that creates a communication dome 

between classrooms and staff offices. New seamless video 

cameras have been installed in each classroom for 

interactive teacher training and student security. A 

revamped computer lab has 26 new Windows 7 work 

stations that run on a virtual desktop configuration making 

up to 6 computers from 1. The virtual desktop configuration 

is also being implemented in all the classrooms on campus 

turning 35 computers into 175+ work stations. All work 

stations include “mercury-free” LED monitors that are 

highly efficient and longer lasting. New projectors which are 

essential for teaching aides and presentations, are being 

installed in every classroom as well. By using refurbished 

computers and maximizing network efficiency these 

upgrades come in at a cost savings of roughly $55,000. 

 “Because money is tighter at Charter Schools we are 

required to look more stringently at all our costs and see 

what the best value is for our purchases,” said Keith Allen 

Information Technology Director of The Roger Bacon 

Academy. “Our goal continues to be increasing the 

computer to student ratio.” 

 But there are more technology upgrades that need to 

be done including document cameras, audio response 

systems, and other 21st century technology systems to 
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maximize student learning and teaching.  

 On March 24th over 50 community members, teachers, students, and business 

partners helped support the media and technology programs at Charter Day School by 

participating in the Charter Day School Booster Clubs second annual Tee Off for Technology 

golf outing at Cape Fear National golf course in Leland.  Participants enjoyed a 

complimentary lunch, 18 hole captain‟s choice tournament with 12 participating teams, a 

“longest drive contest”, and a “closest to the pin” challenge.  After the players left the course 

for the day, ten players had the opportunity to win $100,000 by getting a hole-in-one on the 

9th hole.  A couple of players came just within a few yards of leaving $100,000 richer!  The 

day concluded with a delicious western cookout style buffet, award ceremony, silent auction, 

and grand prize raffle.  This year‟s raffle prize was a full day charter boat fishing trip donated 

by Reel-em-N-Charters.  There were over 75 prizes and raffle items donated by generous 

business partners of Charter Day School.  In addition, the school strengthened their 

relationship with 19 local businesses and organizations through major sponsorships.  The list 

of Platinum, Gold, Silver, and Hole sponsors is listed below.  On behalf of the Charter Day 

students, staff members, and booster club we would like to personally thank each participant 

and sponsor.  Your contributions helped raise over $11,000 that will provide additional 

technology resources and programs within the classrooms.  

Platinum Sponsors 

First Bank Reel Em-N- charters McLemore Consulting 

Gold and Silver Sponsors 

McLemore Consulting Hoofnagle Law Firm Sea Blue Development 

Wells Insurance Riegelwood Federal Credit Union Leland Pediatrics 

Turning Technologies Mobile Modular Management  

Corporation 

BB&T Insurance  

Services 

Hole Sponsors  

Holt C-Stores Capeside Animal Hospital Marine Max 

McPhersons Council Tools Delco Auto Parts 

 Batish Family Medicine  
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 The Special Olympics Brunswick County 

spring games were held on April 15th at Town 

Creek Park in Winnabow. Three Charter Day 

School student athletes participated this year 

in various activities. All three excelled in ball 

toss, ball kick, long jump, running long jump, 

and 50m dash. The entire elementary EC 

Department attended as did CDS Elementary 

Headmaster Jennifer Beamer, Mr. Irizary, and 

CDS Middle School Headmaster Tom Miller.  

 The Brunswick County Parks & 

Recreation Department offers a number of 

programs especially for persons with special 

needs -- physical or mental disabilities. The 

programs offer fun, fellowship, and fitness. 

Brunswick County's Special Olympics program 

gives participants an opportunity to develop 

physical fitness, demonstrate courage, 

experience joy in competition, and participate in 

the sharing of gifts, skills, and friendship with 

their families, other athletes, and the community, 

as they train for and participate in the ultimate 

challenge.. 

CDS Students Triumph at Special 

Olympics 

Brandon Goodson competing in the ball toss competition. 

Jonathan  Littleton proudly displays his awards! 

CDS EC Department Sage Anderson high fives Headmaster Jennifer Beamer 
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 Congratulations to Constance Chadwick and Kayde Brown on their acceptance into All 

District Band!  They were chosen to participate in the All District Clinic and Performance at 

Campbell University in February.  They went through an audition process that was thorough 

and rigorous.  As a part of their audition process, they performed a solo as well as a variety of 

scale presentations. They were chosen out of hundreds of middle school band performers to be 

a part of the All District Band.  This is a band that is made up of the very best students from 

nearly twenty different counties in southeastern North Carolina! The clinic at Campbell 

University was an intense two day workshop and ended with an amazing concert 

performance.  We are so proud of Constance and Kayde and their successes with band! 

  

 

 Once a month, for the past three years, the staff of Charter Day School participates in Casual 

for a Cause.  For a minimum donation of $5.00, the staff is allowed to dress business causal.  The 

money is donated to local charities such as, The Ronald McDonald House, Relay for Life, The 

American Heart Association, Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation and the New Hanover 

Regional Medical Center NICU.  On occasion, the staff is asked to donate items for the Domestic 

Violence Shelter and for Toys-4-Tots. 

 This past December, donations from Casual for a Cause were used to provide Christmas to a 

local family.  Over the past three years, we have raised over $4,500.00.  Chairpersons Lesley Bright 

(2D) and Debbie Sherwood (2C) would like to thank the staff for their continued support. 

Two Chosen for All District Band 

Casual for a Cause 

Kayde Brown Constance Chadwick 
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The Superbowl, the Concert, the Art Exhibit: End-of-Grade Testing 

Think about a football team that 

scrimmages all year but ends the 

season never playing a game. Imagine 

an orchestra that practices for nine 

months but ends their year never 

holding a concert. Think of an artist 

who paints all year in her studio but 

never exhibits her work in a gallery. 

 In education, the “End-of-

Grade” tests, or EOG‟s as they are 

called, are like the “big game,” the 

final concert, or the gallery exhibition 

for which the students and staff have 

worked all year. At The Roger Bacon 

Academy‟s Charter Day School, the 

EOG‟s furnish the opportunity for the 

students and staff to “show their stuff‟ 

and let the world know what they can 

do. 

 “I don‟t think Dale Earnhardt, 

Jr. and his crew work all year 

building a car that they are just going 

to put up on blocks and never race,” 

said Bob Wingett, a teacher at the 

school. 

 Headmaster Jennifer Beamer 

says they are competing with 

themselves and comparing this year‟s 

scores with last year‟s scores, not 

with other schools.  “Each school out 

there has its own unique objectives 

with different goals, so it may not be 

fair to compare one school that 

emphasizes science with another 

school that has an emphasis on the 

arts or on history,” Mrs. Beamer 

said.  “We see it as a confirmation of 

our curriculum and teaching that our 

scores improve from year to year,” 

she added. 

 Founder Baker Mitchell 

reflected on comments made that such 

tests may put pressure on the 

teachers.  “Why shouldn‟t teachers 

feel some pressure to improve?” he 

asks.  “If a doctor is operating on me 

or a lawyer is defending me in court, I 

hope they feel a little pressure to do 

their best,” Mitchell said.  “I think 

every good, conscientious professional 

will admit to feeling pressure to do 

their best on behalf of their clients, and 

teachers should be no exception,” he 

added. 

 As for the school‟s scores this 

year, Superintendent Cramer said while 

only preliminary results are in, it 

appears that the students and staff have 

indeed beat last year‟s scores.  “I‟m 

encouraged by our overall progress in 

raising our scores in most categories 

despite the 2.5% cut in state funding,” 

said Cramer. 

 Cramer and Middle School 

Director Tom Miller both cited the fact 

that Charter Day School added a 

section of ninth grade high school 

English I to their eighth grade offerings 

this year and that 100% of the students 

passed the high school EOC test for 

English I.  They also added high school 

Algebra I to the eight grade curriculum 

several years ago and over 95% of the 

40 students who took the course passed. 

 Founder Mitchell points also to 

the large population of Exceptional 

Children that is being served by the 

school.  “Over 11% of our students 

have Individual Education Programs 

and quite a few more have 

accommodations known as 504s,” said 

Mitchell. “We continually fine-tune our 

curricula for year-to-year gains for 

these students as for every other 

student on campus,” he added. 

 When asked about the state‟s 

calculation of “expected growth” for 

each student and for the school, 

Mitchell said that he felt the state‟s 

formula still needed more refinement. 

“The state‟s definition of “growth” 

allows for a student who was near the 

bottom in his class last year to remain 

near the bottom of his class this year 

and still be classified as having made 

growth,” he said.  Students can fail 

year after year yet still be classed as 

having “made expected growth” under 

the state‟s flawed formula. 

 Mitchell said that Charter Day 

School looks at students 

individually.  He said they try to 

intervene to catch up low-performing 

students even though the formula might 

say that they made growth.   

 Superintendent Cramer noted 

that the success of the Algebra program 

has encouraged him to add high school 

geometry next year in spite of another 

anticipated 3% cut in state 

funds.  “We‟ll just sharpen our pencils 

some more and figure out how to get it 

done,” Cramer said.  

Charter Day School teacher Bob Wingett standing 

next to student Nick LaFave, comments on the 

school’s EOG test results.  

Charter Day School fifth grade sisters, Jillian 

and Maya Tucker, look forward to completing 

their End of Grade tests. 
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 LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY: May 13, 2011 – 

Sometimes when you shoot for the moon you end up 

competing for the world.  And another world title is exactly 

what The Roger Bacon Academy (RBA) Archery team is 

shooting for again. Advancing from state champions to 

national contenders, the archery team is headed again to 

Orlando, FL to compete in the National Archery in the 

Schools Program® (NASP®) World Tournament in the fall. 

 

 “We are thrilled with the progress of our archery 

students and the competitive archery teams,” said T.J. 

Beamer, head archery coach for The Roger Bacon Academy, 

“in only our second year, it is exciting to be going back to the 

NASP® World Tournament.” 

 

 The archery competition journey started on February 

21, 2011 when two archery teams -the RBA Elementary team 

and the RBA Middle School team - competed for the NASP® 

North Carolina State Championship. The Elementary team 

won first and became the N.C. State Champions while the 

Middle School team took third overall.  Individual state 

champions, based on individual scores, were awarded to 

George Austria -grade 5, Caeleigh McGuire – grade 5, Will 

Britt – grade 8, and Hunter Johnson – grade 8. Johnson earned 

the title of “World Champion” in last year‟s NASP® World 

Tournament. 

 

 Both teams moved on to compete in the 2011 NASP® 

Nationals in Louisville KY last weekend.  The National 

tournament, which is growing tremendously every year, saw 

nearly three hundred teams and over 8,000 students compete 

in the three-day event. The Roger Bacon Academy was one of 

three teams from North Carolina to compete in the 

tournament.  Both RBA teams and individual students did 

well enough in the national tournament to be invited to the 

NASP® World Tournament held October 6-8th in Orlando, 

FL. Based on scores from both teams, a combined RBA 

Archery team will be sent in the fall. 

 

 

The Roger Bacon Academy elementary 

and middle school archery teams pose 

with coaches at the 2011 NASP® 

Nationals in Louisville KY. 

 

  

The Roger Bacon Academy archery 

team competes against over 6,500 

students at the three day 2011 NASP® 

Nationals in Louisville KY. 
. 

The Roger Bacon Academy archery 

team member and North Carolina State 

Champion George Austria – grade 5 

competes in the 2011 NASP® state 

tournament. 
Click on photo for higher resolution image. 

Shooting for the Moon! 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/53146774@N07/5740394176/sizes/l/in/photostream/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/53146774@N07/5739864939/sizes/l/in/photostream/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/53146774@N07/5740424510/sizes/l/in/photostream/
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